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FUNCTION

This essential oil diffuser, characterized by a captivating, 
innovative design, releases a blend of cold steam and perfumed
essential oils into the air, helping improve our wellbeing through 
aromatherapy.  

Certain perfumes act on the central nervous system
and activate biochemical processes able to restore a sense 
of wellbeing.

Under the richly enhanced e  ffect as aromatherapy, your nerve
would be eased gradually and your skin would be moisturized
at the same time.



SPECIFICATION

Product Size: Ø 150x128mm
Voltage: 24V DC
Power: 12 Watt
Water Tank Capacity: 80ml

01. Vent Hole
02. Ceramic Disc
03. Water Tank
04. Vapour diffusion cone
05. Max. Water Level Line
06. Water-Dumping Indication
07. Mist Outlet
08. ON/OFF & operation Button
09. DC Jack
10. Switching Adaptor



OPERATION
IMPORTANT NOTES BEFORE USE:

Only use the product as described in this manual. 
Before plugging in, ensure that voltage is correct.
The product must be positioned on a flat, stable surface. To avoid 
risk of electric shock, short circuit and fire, do not use the appliance 
if the power cord is damaged or if the electrical socket has worked loose.
Do not use detergents, solvents or aggressive agents to clean the product.
Do not use corrosive fragrances such as citrus fruits, citronella or lemon
 as these may permanently damage the product.
Only use clean water at room temperature to fill the tank. as these
may permanently damage the product.
Always unplug before maintaining or cleaning the appliance. 
Never touch the plug or diffuser with wet hands.
Do not use the appliance outdoors. Do not immerse in water or
other liquids. Keep away from showers, baths or similar places.
To disconnect the appliance, press the button until it turns off and
unplug grasping the plug and not the cord. Do not use extensions.



2. Fill the water tank with clean
    water (Maximum 80ml.)

1. Remove the diffusion cone

DO NOT EXCEED THE
MAX WATER LEVEL LINE



3. Add 3-5 drops of your favourite
    essential oil into the water

4. Replace the diffusion cone



Turn Off The Unit
(Misting/Lighting OFF)

Turn On The Unit
(Misting On/Light
Colour Changes)

Color Fixed
(Misting On)

Lighting Off
(Misting On)

5. Plug the adaptor and
    Press the      button NOTE: 

Switch pressure sequence / Functions 

Do not tilt the essential oil 
diffuser nor attempt to empty or fill 
it when it is operating.

 



1. Press the button to
turn off the unit and
unplug the adaptor 2. Remove the diffusion cone

MAINTENANCE
WARNING! Always unplug before carrying out maintenance work!



3. Empty water following the
water dumping indication

4. Use a damp cloth to clean the exterior of the housing.
Use a clean cloth to clean the water tank.

Empty and rinse the water tank and wipe it dry
with a clean cloth every time you use a
different type of essential oil.

WARNING:
DO NOT EMPTY WATER
THROUGH THE VENT HOLE

5. If the appliance is not used for prolonged
periods, it must be stored together with this
manual in its original packaging, in a cool and dry place.



Power supply is not connected
Plug the power and press the
button

Refill water till water
is sufficient

Pour away excess water

Keep the mist outlet ventilated

Please contact an authorized
technical service centre.

Insufficient water

Too much water (exceed 80ml)

Mist outlet is blocked by water
film or sundries
The ceramic disc is aging after
running for approx. 3.000 hours

Problem

NoMist

Possible Cause Solution

TROUBLESHOOTING



In the event of anomalous situations such as smoke, unusual
odours, unpleasant sounds, etc., continued use may lead to
accidents such as fires, electric shock, etc.. unplug and
contact an authorised technical service centre.

Never wrap the plug in cloth or paper. This could cause the heat
to dissipate incorrectly and lead to its deformation or risk of fire.

Do not tamper with the product. If the appliance needs to be
repaired or a damaged power cord requires replacement,
contact an authorised service centre.
Keep the appliance away from children and the disabled in order
to avoid incidents and electric shocks.

WARNING:

When not in use for long periods, remove the plug from the
from the socket.
Do not use the appliance with adaptors other than that
supplied with the product.

INFORMATION FOR CORRECT DISPOSAL OF THE PRODUCT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE EUROPEAN DIRECTIVE
2002/96/EC
At the end of its working life this equipment must not be disposed of as an household waste. It must be taken to special local
community waste collection centres or to a dealer providing this service. Disposing of electrical and electronic equipment
separately avoids possible negative effects on the environment and human health deriving from an inappropriate disposal and
enables its components to be recovered and recycled to obtain significant savings in energy and resources. In order to
underline the duty to dispose of this equipment separately, the product is marked with a crossed-out dustbin.


